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Abstract
We give a randomized incremental construction for
the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram of non-crossing clusters of points.
Our best complexity algorithm
takes expected time O(n log2 n(log log n)2 ) and worstcase space O(n), improving upon previous results.
A simpler-to-implement algorithm, based on the
Voronoi hierarchy, is also given, which takes expected
time O(n log3 n) and expected space O(n). To achieve
this, we augment the Voronoi hierarchy with the ability to efficiently handle non-standard characteristics
of generalized Voronoi diagrams, such as sites of nonconstant complexity, sites that are not enclosed in
their Voronoi regions, and empty Voronoi regions.
1

Introduction

Given a family F of point clusters in R2 , the Hausdor↵
Voronoi diagram of F is a subdivision of the plane
into regions such that the Hausdor↵ Voronoi region
of a cluster P 2 F is the locus of points closer to
P than to any other cluster in F . The closeness of a
point t 2 R2 to a cluster P is measured by the farthest
distance df (t, P ) = maxp2P d(t, p), where d(t, p) is the
Euclidean distance between t and p. The motivation
for investigating Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagrams comes
from its use in efficiently estimating the sensitivity
of a Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) design to
random defects during manufacturing [11].
Clusters P and Q are called non-crossing if the convex hull of P [ Q admits at most two supporting segments with one endpoint in P and one endpoint in Q
(see Figure 1). We assume that clusters are pairwise
non-crossing, unless stated otherwise.
The Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram of non-crossing
clusters has size O(n) [12], where n is the total number of points in all clusters. It can be constructed in
time O(n2 ) [8], or in time O((n + K) log n) [11, 12],
however, K can be superlinear.1 It is an instance
of abstract Voronoi diagrams [10], thus it can also
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1 K is the number of pairs of clusters such that one cluster
is contained in a specially defined enclosing circle of the other,
e.g., the minimum enclosing circle [12].

Figure 1: disjoint, non-crossing, crossing clusters.

be constructed in expected time O(bn log n), where
b = O(n) is the time to construct the bisector between two clusters [1]. A more recent algorithm gives
O(n log4 n) time and O(n log2 n) space complexity [6].
In this work, we build the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram using a randomized incremental approach. That
is, sites (clusters) are inserted one by one in random order and the diagram is updated at every insertion [5]. The bottleneck in this approach is to identify
fast a point t 2 R2 that will lie in the region of the
new site. This is difficult for the Hausdor↵ Voronoi
diagram because: (a) the region of the new cluster
(site) might not contain any of its points, (b) the insertion of the new cluster can make an existing region empty, and (c) clusters have non-constant size,
and thus the computation of a bisector or the answering of an in-circle test require non-constant time. To
overcome these issues we exploit properties of Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram and we maintain a dynamic
point location data structure, which is also used to
perform simple parametric search queries.2 Our approach is modular as it can use any dynamic point
location data structure. If we use the data structure
by Baumgarten et al. [2], then we get an algorithm
which takes expected time O(n log2 n(log log n)2 ) and
uses linear space. Alternatively, if we augment the
Voronoi hierarchy [9] with the ability to efficiently
handle the difficulties (a) to (c), we obtain a more
practical algorithm which takes expected O(n log3 n)
time and O(n) space.
The augmentation of the Voronoi hierarchy may be
of interest for incremental construction of other generalized Voronoi diagrams.

2 Construction algorithms for the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram
[6] and for the farthest-polygon Voronoi diagram [4] also resort
to parametric search.

This is an extended abstract of a presentation given at EuroCG 2013. It has been made public for the benefit of the community and should be considered a
preprint rather than a formally reviewed paper. Thus, this work is expected to appear in a conference with formal proceedings and/or in a journal.
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Figure 3: 3-point cluster C (black), and 2-point cluster P (red) limiting w.r.t. y 2 fskel(P ).
2

Definitions and Structural properties

Let F = {C1 , . . . , Cm } be a family of non-crossing
clusters of points such that no two clusters have a
common point. For simplicity we assume that no four
points lie on the same circle. Let conv P denote the
convex hull of cluster P and CH(P ) denote the sequence of points of P on the boundary of conv P , in
counterclockwise order. For s 2 C, the farthest region
of s in the farthest Voronoi diagram (FVD) of C is:
fregC (s) = {p | 8s0 6= s : d(p, s) > d(p, s0 )}.
The graph structure of the FVD of C, |C| > 1, forms
a tree, called the farthest skeleton of C, fskel(C). If
|C| = 1 then fskel(C) is C itself.
The Hausdor↵ region of a cluster C 2 F and a point
s 2 C are defined as
hregF (C) = {p | 8C 0 6= C : df (p, C) < df (p, C 0 )};
hregF (s) = hregF (C) \ fregC (s).

The boundary of the Hausdor↵ region of a point
s 2 C consists of two chains: (1) the farthest boundary
of s, which is the portion of fskel(C) in hregF (C), i.e.,
bd hregF (s) \ bd fregC (s); (2) the Hausdor↵ boundary
of s, i.e., bd hregF (s) \ bd hregF (C). Neither chain
can be empty if hregF (C) 6= ; and |C| > 1.
As shown in [12], there are three types of vertices on
the boundary of a Hausdor↵ Voronoi region hregF (s):
(1) Standard Voronoi vertices, which are equidistant
from C and two other clusters, referred to as pure
vertices (using the terminology of [4]). (2) Mixed vertices, which are equidistant from C and one other cluster. The mixed vertices which are equidistant to two
points of C and one point of another cluster are called
C-mixed vertices; there are exactly two of them on the
boundary of hregF (s). (3) Vertices of fskel(C) on the
farthest boundary of s. See Figure 2.
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Useful properties of the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram
are summarized in Proposition 1. We need some definitions.
Consider a cluster C. Line segment ab is a chord of
C if a, b 2 CH(C). Assign a root in fskel(C) arbitrarily and denote this rooted tree by T (C). Let y be any
point of fskel(C), and cc⇤ be a chord of C such that y
lies on the bisector between c and c⇤ . Let Dy be the
closed disk centered at y with radius df (y, C). Then,
C ⇢ Dy . Point y subdivides fskel(C) into two parts.
Denote the part containing the descendants of y in
T (C) by T (y), and its complement by T ⇠ (y). Chord
cc⇤ subdivides Dy into Dyr and Dyf , where Dyr (resp.,
Dyf ) is the rear (forward) part, enclosing the portion
of conv C inducing T (y) (T ⇠ (y)). See Figure 3.
Definition 1 Cluster P is limiting with respect to
point y 2 fskel(C), if disk Dy contains P . Cluster P
is called forward limiting if P ⇢ Dyf [ conv C or rear
limiting if P ⇢ Dyr [ conv C.
The following properties are derived directly
from [12].
Proposition 1 Let F be a family of non-crossing
clusters and C, P, Q 2 F . Then:
(i) If hregF (C) 6= ;, then hregF (C) \ fskel(C) is
non-empty and connected.
(ii) Let y be a point of fskel(C) such that y is closer
to cluster P than to C. If P is forward (resp.
rear) limiting with respect to y then the entire
T (y) (resp. T ⇠ (y)) is closer to P than to C.
(iii) Let uv be an edge of fskel(C). If both u and v
are closer to P than to C then hregF (C) does
not intersect uv.
(iv) Region hregF (C) = ; if and only if either there
is a cluster P ⇢ conv C, or there exists a pair of
clusters {P, Q} such that P is rear limiting and
Q is forward limiting with respect to the same
point y 2 fskel(P ). Pair {P, Q} is called a killing
pair for C.
3

General incremental construction algorithm

Let C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm be a fixed order of clusters. Let
Fi denote the family of the first i clusters according
to this order. The incremental approach constructs
successively the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram of F1 , F2 ,
. . . , Fm = F . For each cluster Ci , we have the farthest Voronoi diagram, FVD(Ci ), and a (static) point
location data structure on FVD(Ci ).
We construct HVD(Fi+1 ) from HVD(Fi ) by inserting Ci+1 . We first find a point t, which is closer
to Ci+1 than to any cluster in Fi , or if there is no
such point, we conclude that hregFi+1 (Ci+1 ) = ; and
stop. By Proposition 1(i), it is sufficient to search for
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t just in fskel(Ci+1 ). Then, we trace the region of
Ci+1 around t and update the diagram.
We first consider vertices of fskel(Ci+1 ). For each
such vertex w:
• Find the nearest to w cluster C w 2 Fi using point
location in HVD(Fi ),
• if df (w, Ci+1 ) < df (w, C w ), then t = w; exit the
procedure. Else, if possible, eliminate from further consideration a subtree of fskel(Ci+1 ) incident to w; see Proposition 1(ii).
If no vertex is found, then consider any remaining
edges of fskel(Ci+1 ) as hregFi+1 (Ci+1 ) may intersect
the interior of at most one edge of fskel(Ci+1 ); see
Proposition 1(i).
Edge uv of fskel(Ci+1 ) is called a candidate edge if
df (u, Ci+1 ) < df (u, C v ) and df (v, Ci+1 ) < df (v, C u ).
By Proposition 1(iii), it is sufficient to only check
a candidate edge and there can be at most one
such edge for Ci+1 . Thus, for a candidate edge (if
any) we perform parametric search to decide whether
hregFi+1 (Ci+1 ) is empty or not, and still to find a
point t in this region in the latter case.
Lemma 2 Suppose clusters are inserted in a uniformly random order. Then, the expected time complexity of the randomized algorithm is
O(n log n) + O(n)(tq (n) + ti (n) + td (n)) + m · tp (n),
where tq (n), tp (n), ti (n), td (n) are the times for a
query, a parametric search, an insertion, and a deletion3 in a point location data structure for a diagram
of complexity O(n), respectively.
Proof. (Sketch) The expected total number of insertions and deletions is O(n).4 The total time for the
construction of farthest Voronoi diagrams for all clusters is O(n log n). For each cluster Ci , we perform
O(|Ci |) point location queries and at most one parametric search. Thus, in total we perform O(n) point
locations and at most m parametric searches.
⇤
We can use the dynamic point location data
structure of Baumgarten et al. [2] with tq (n) =
O(log n log log n), ti (n) = O(log n log log n), and
td (n) = O(log2 n). Parametric search can be performed as a simulation of a point location query for
the unknown point t in time tp (n) = (tq (n))2 (see also
[4]). As a result:
Theorem 1 There is a randomized algorithm that
constructs the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram of a family
of non-crossing clusters in linear space and in expected
time O(n log2 n(log log n)2 ).
3 The
4 It

time for insertion and deletion can be amortized.
can be shown with the Clarkson-Shor technique [5].

4

Augmenting the Voronoi hierarchy

The Voronoi hierarchy [9] is a simple randomized
point location data structure for Voronoi diagrams inspired from the Delaunay hierarchy [7]. For a family
F of general sites, each level ` of the hierarchy corresponds to a subset F (`) of F and stores the Voronoi
diagram of F (`) . Level 0 corresponds to F . A Voronoi
hierarchy of height k is then: F = F (0) ◆ F (1) ◆
. . . ◆ F (k) . For all ` 2 {1, . . . , k}, F (`) is a random
sample of F (` 1) according to a Bernoulli distribution
with parameter 2 (0, 1). The expected height of the
hierarchy for a family of m sites is O(log m). Point
location in the Voronoi hierarchy for a query point q
works as follows. Starting from the topmost level k,
for each level `, find the site S ` in F (`) which is the
nearest to the query point q, by performing a walk.
Each step of the walk reduces the distance to q from
the current site S by moving to a site, neighboring to
S. Walk at level ` 1 starts from S ` . The answer to
the query is S 0 .
For the Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram several complications arise: (a) Sites are of non-constant complexity. (b) We need to perform parametric search i.e., a
walk for an unknown point along a candidate edge.
(c) Voronoi regions might be empty.
To address (a) we need the concept of an active
point. Consider a cluster C at level `, such that
hregF (`) (C) 6= ;. For brevity, let this region be de(`)
noted as hregF (C), and similarly for the regions of
individual points.
Definition 2 Point c 2 C is active at level `, if
(`)
hregF (c) 6= ;. The set Ĉ (`) of all active points of
C at level ` is called the active set of C at level `. For
(`)
brevity, df (t, C) = df (t, Ĉ (`) ).
Performing one step of the walk. Let C be the current cluster visited during the walk at level `, and q
be the query point. The next cluster C 0 in the walk is
determined as follows. Let c be a point of Ĉ (`) such
that q 2 fregĈ (`) (c). Let v1 , . . . , vj be a list of pure
(`)
vertices on the Hausdor↵ boundary of hregF (c), in
0
j
counterclockwise order, and let C , . . . , C , C j+1 be
!
!, . . . , cv
respective adjacent clusters. The rays cv
1
j
partition fregĈ (`) (c) into j + 1 unbounded regions. If
!
! or just before the ray cv !,
cq is just after the ray cv
i
i+1
0
i
then set C = C .
In order to find C 0 in O(log n) time, for each cluster C at level ` such that C 2 F (`) we store the binary trees containing: (1) the active set Ĉ (`) ; (2) for
each c 2 Ĉ (`) , the list of all pure vertices adjacent to
(`)
hregF (c) (see Figure 2).
The parametric search. For ` 2 {0, . . . , k}, let I ` be
the interval of points on uv which are closer to Ci+1
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(`)

than to any cluster in Fi . (By convention, I k+1 =
uv.) Then, uv = I k+1 ◆ I k ◆ I k 1 ◆ · · · ◆ I 1 ◆ I 0 .
If I ` 6= ;, we compute the leftmost endpoint u` of
interval I ` , i.e., the endpoint which is closer to u. If
I 0 6= ;, then u0 is the answer to the query.
(`+1)
From the point u`+1 and the cluster of Fi
clos`+1
`
est to u , point u is computed entirely at level `.
We find a sequence of points u`+1 = a0 , a1 , . . . , ar =
u` . For each point aj , we keep track of the cluster
C aj in Fi` which is the closest to aj . We compute
aj+1 from aj as follows.
aj

Theorem 2 The Hausdor↵ Voronoi diagram of noncrossing clusters can be constructed in O(n log3 n)
expected time and O(n) expected space, using the
Voronoi hierarchy.
For details, see [3].

`

• If df (aj , Ci+1 )  df (aj , C ), we set u = aj and
continue to the next level.
• Else, if df (v, C aj )  df (v, Ci+1 ), we stop and report that hregFi+1 (Ci+1 ) = ;.
• Otherwise, we determine aj+1 by a (standard)
parametric search in FVD(C aj ) with segment
aj v. Then, we perform a walk (at level `) from
cluster C aj to find the cluster C aj+1 closest to
aj+1 . If C aj+1 = C aj , we set u` = aj and continue to the next level.
Empty Voronoi regions. When Ci+1 is inserted, an
existing non-empty region of a cluster P may become
empty. If P has an empty region at level `, but a nonempty region at level ` + 1, then the point location
(`+1)
for a query point q 2 hregFi+1 (P ) will give an error.
To fix the problem, we link cluster P at level ` + 1
to at most two other clusters at level ` (see Proposition 1(iv)), so that every point q 2 R2 is strictly closer
to either one of them than to P , as follows.
While inserting Ci+1 at level `, we keep track of the
list V of all the (deleted) P -mixed vertices.
At level ` + 1, for each P -mixed vertex v, we check
df (v, P ). If yes, we store the point
if df (v, Ci+1 )
c 2 Ci+1 for which df (v, Ci+1 ) = d(v, c).
1. If all P -mixed vertices are closer to Ci+1 than to
P , we link P only to Ci+1 .
2. Else, we link P to its killing pair {K, Ci+1 }, such
that K 2 F (l) ; see Proposition 1(iv).
We identify cluster K using the list V and the point
c. Each vertex u 2 V is equidistant from points pu ,
(`)
p⇤u 2 P , and qu 2 Q, for some Q 2 Fi . We check
whether c and qu are on di↵erent sides of the chord
pu p⇤u . If yes, then set K = Q and stop.
The complexity is analyzed in the following.
Lemma 3 The expected length of the walk at level
` is constant.
Lemma 4 A point location query and a parametric
search query are answered in expected O(log2 n) and
O(log3 n) time respectively.
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Lemma 5 Let n be the sum of the sizes of all sites
in a family of sites F . Assuming that the underlying
type of Voronoi diagram for F is of size O(n), the
expected size of the Voronoi hierarchy for F is also
O(n).
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